
PRE-TEAM SPOTLIGHT 
ACADEMY BULLETS SWIM CLUB 

INCREDIBULLETS 



Entry level of the Academy Bullets Swim Club 

Bridge between lessons and full-time swim team 

Practices offered 2-3 times/week for 45 minutes 



Turning away swimmers who weren’t quite ready for our 8 & U 

group 

Our 8 & U group was often on 2 different levels- 1. beginner 

(1st year on team), 2. Higher level swimmers with experience 

but were still 8 years or younger 

Beginning swimmers needed a lower commitment level 

Lesson program at Aurora site had pre-team program that they 

couldn’t fill 

Use as a feeder program for sites with no lesson programs 



Minimum 25 yds free and back 

2-3 practices/week for 45 mins 

USA Swimming members 

Compete in meets (if desired) 



Scheduled pool space based on group of 10-20 

pre-team members- can be done in limited space 

(diving well, warm pool, etc) 

Advertised for tryouts, included information on pre-

team 

Placed swimmers into group based on tryouts 



Swimmer:Coach Ratio- Planned for 10:1- knowing not 

all swimmers show up 

Same coaches assigned to group for entire season 

Most swimmers aged 5-8 years; older swimmers who 

show some skill, but not ready for full-time team 

Same drills/wording taught at this level 

Make it fun! 



Pre-team allows for younger swimmers who have 

progressed quickly through lessons  

Compete in meets 

Swim with peers (same age)  

Assigned coach 

More time in pool 

Examples 



Small group 

Dedicated/consistent coaching 

Competition- USA Swimming members 

Learn same beginning skills/drills/wording as team 

Lower time commitment than full time team 

Exposes swimmers to team environment 

Move to team when ready 

Place for younger siblings 



Can be lower income than lessons- if going by 

hours 

Find right coach- energy/enthusiasm/patience 

Lower numbers for LC season- park 

district/neighborhood programs 



About 5% of members 

2% of revenue 

About 80% continue onto team 



Put swimmers by wall to be  

closer to coaches 

Coaches occasionally get in  

water with swimmers 

Team cheer at end of practice 

Occasionally have them at same 

time as 8 & U group 



Warmup 

50 free, 50 back 

4 x 25 SL K on BA 

Drill 

4 x 25 Arm lead kick 

4 x 25 6 K, 1 P 

4 x 25 Free w sneaky breath 

Racing 

4 x 25 with fins, racing partner 

Games 

Relay 




